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GENETWORK

Exploring protein
homology with
the Blocks server
Proteins typically contain regions of con-
served sequence and structure punctuated
by regions showing little conservation. These
more-conserved regions can be revealed as
ungapped ‘blocks’ in alignments of related
sequences. Blocks describe characteristic
regions of protein families and the range of
sequences they can adopt. Consequently,
the identification and analysis of blocks can
be valuable for understanding protein func-
tion, and computational tools based on them

have been developed and refined as se-
quence databanks have grown.

The Blocks Database1 was introduced in
1991 as a method for classifying newly deter-
mined sequences. A fully automated system
finds and extends motif alignments for a
collection of related proteins and chooses
the highest-scoring set of blocks in which
the blocks are in the same order along the
sequences. When applied to the current col-
lection of 932 unique protein families docu-
mented in Prosite2 (v. 9.3), a total of 3417
blocks are produced. The median block is
34 amino acids wide and includes 11 se-
quences. The Blocks Database is searched
with either a protein or (translated) DNA
sequence query. In a search, the alignment
information available in a block is extracted
by using recently improved methodology
to convert the block to a position-specific
scoring matrix (PSSM)3. High-scoring hits
for single or multiple blocks representing a
family are reported along with estimates
that these hits occurred by chance, based on
rank statistics. Searching can also be per-
formed on the Prints Database4, which cur-
rently represents 800 protein families. Prints
are conceptually similar to Blocks, but they
are constructed using a semi-manual align-
ment method. The current default for search-
ing is a composite database consisting of

Blocks supplemented with the 231 protein
families in Prints that are not represented in
Blocks. Both Prosite (on which Blocks is
based) and Prints provide key documen-
tation and references for each protein fam-
ily. Search results can be conveniently
explored via WWW links from Blocks out-
put to Prosite, Prints, other sources of pro-
tein family documentation5 and individual
sequence entries via Entrez6 and beyond.
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FIGURE 1. Overview of the Blocks 
WWW site.
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In recent years, the Blocks Database
Searcher has been augmented with other
multiple sequence alignment and searching
tools (Fig. 1). Block Maker discovers blocks
in related sequences provided by the user.
The use of two different methods, Motif and
Gibbs sampling, provides a ‘reality check’:
if sequences are not truly related, it is un-
likely that both methods will find the same
block alignments. Block-Maker-generated
blocks, blocks retrieved from the Blocks or
Prints databases, or multiple alignments sub-
mitted by the user can be used as queries 
in searches of sequence databanks. Choos-
ing the MAST (multiple alignment searching
tool7) button sends a set of PSSMs to the San
Diego Supercomputer server to search the
up-to-date protein sequence databanks. Simi-
larly, choosing BLAST or PSI-BLAST sends

the COBBLER (for consensus biasing by lo-
cally embedding residues8) sequence de-
rived from blocks to these popular NCBI
searchers9. The COBBLER sequence is de-
signed to represent protein family information
efficiently in a single artificial sequence and
should be a more sensitive query for BLAST
or PSI-BLAST than any real family member.
LAMA (for Local Alignment of Multiple
Alignments10) searches blocks against the
Blocks/Prints databases, or against blocks
from a user’s own set of sequences. LAMA’s
use of concentrated multiple alignment infor-
mation in both query and database makes
possible the detection of subtle relation-
ships that are beyond the range of sequence-
to-sequence and sequence-to-alignment
methods (Fig. 2).

The Blocks WWW site also provides
options for display of multiple alignments.
Blocks can be viewed as sequence logos11,
which are vivid summaries of multiple
alignment information (Fig. 2). The use of
sequence-weighted PSSMs for constructing
logos avoids biasing logos in favor of redun-
dant sequences in the alignment. A set of
blocks can also be used to construct and
display a neighbor-joining tree12 for exami-
nation of possible subfamily relationships.
Because blocks represent the most highly
conserved regions of proteins, misaligned
regions are avoided, and so trees from
blocks should be of high quality. Bootstrap
resampling percentages are supplied to aid
in evaluating the significance of each branch.
A new display option is provided by a link to
the eMOTIF server13: if the three-dimensional
structure of a protein is known, eMOTIF
indicates block regions on the structure.

The utility of blocks extends beyond
analysis of protein homology. The Blocks
Database is the source of the widely used
BLOSUM series of amino acid substitution
matrices14. Blocks are also useful for de-
signing degenerate PCR primers15 to isolate
distantly related genes. A novel PCR primer
design tool, called CODEHOP (consensus-
degenerate hybrid oligonucleotide primer16)
is the latest addition to the Blocks WWW site.
CODEHOPs are designed from input blocks
for amplification of unknown sequences
encoding distantly related proteins. Our lab-
oratory and others have found that CODE-
HOPs can efficiently amplify sequences
that are too dissimilar from input sequences
for use of conventional degenerate primers.
The CODEHOP designer can utilize mul-
tiple alignments that are either generated at
the site or are provided by the user.

The Blocks database and tools are
available on the WWW at http://blocks.
fhcrc.org and by e-mail at blocks@blocks.
fhcrc.org (send a blank message with the
word ‘help’).
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FIGURE 2. Example of LAMA output. The
block containing the histidine active site

residue of the trypsin family of serine
proteases [represented by the logo in (a)]

was used to query the Blocks Database. The
hit is to the block containing the histidine

active site residue of the V8 family of serine
proteases (b). The alignment is across the
first 16 positions of each block. The score

for this hit is highly significant: it would
occur by chance less than once in one

million searches. In a logo, the height of
each stack of residues is calculated in bits of

information, which reflects conservation,
with a correction made for the number of
sequences in each block: because the V8

block contains only five sequences and the
trypsin block contains 170 sequences, the

height of the V8 stack is lower. Letters to the Editor
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